In this paper, we propose an original method to solve exactly the knapsack sharing problem (KSP) by using a dynamic programming with dominance technique. The original problem (K SP) is decomposed in a set of knapsack problems. Our method is tested on uncorrelated and correlated instances from the literature. Computational experiences show that our method is able to find an optimal solution of large instances within reasonable computing time.
Introduction
The knapsack sharing problem (KSP) is a max-min mathematical programming problem with a knapsack constraint (see [4] , [6] ). The KSP is NP-hard as it can be formulated as an extension to the ordinary knapsack problem.
The KSP is composed of n items divided into m different classes. Each class M has a cardinality ti; with L ti; == iEM nand M == {l, 2, ..., m}. An item j E M is associated with:
• a decision variable Xij E {a, l}
• a profit Pij
• a weight Wij
We wish to determine a subset of items to be included in the knapsack, according to its capacity C, so that the minimum profit associated with the different class is maximised. The KSP can be formulated as follows: (1.2) jENi Xij E {a, l} j E M.
The objective is then to find a set (Ci, where, for a problem P, z(P) represents its optimal value.
Furthermore an upper bound and a lower bound of z(P) will be denoted, respectively, by z(P) and~(P).
In this article, we propose a dynamic programming algorithm with dominance technique to solve the knapsack problems (KP i ( C i ) ) )iEM while trying to obtain good approximation of the values of (C;)iEM. Indeed, the algorithm will start by solving the problems (K Pi (C i)) iEM with, for i E M, c, 2:: C; and L C; 2:: C, and at each iEM step of the resolution, we will try to decrease the values of (Ci)iEM, toward (C;)iEM.
For i E M and j E M, Wij , Pij , and C are considered as positive integers and we assume that L L Wij > C.
iEMjENi A common way to solve the KSP consists in its decomposition in knapsack problems (see for examples [10] and [15] ). Indeed, for a class i E M, we define the following problem:
Without loss of generality, we consider in the sequel the items in a class i E M sorted according to decreasing ratios 
Wi2
Wij wini
In the second section, we shall present the dynamic programming algorithm used to solve the problems (KPi) iEM. Section 3 will deal with its application to find out an optimal solution of (K S P). The methods used to evaluate the upper and the lower bounds needed during the resolution will be exposed and we will deal in particular with the computation of the capacities (C;)iEM. Finally, in section 4, the performance of the approach is evaluated through a set of problems from the literature. Some conclusions and perspectives are presented in section 5.
Additional notations:
Let r E JR.:
• lrJ == p such that pEN and p ::; r < p + 1,
• rr l == p such that pEN and p -1 < r ::; p,
• Irl is the absolute value of r.
Dynamic programming
In order to solve the problems (KPi(Gi))iEM, we use a dynamic programming algorithm with dominance (see [1] , [2] , [3] , [7] ). The method used to compute the (Gi)iEM will be exposed in the next section.
In the sequel i will denote the i t h class of (KSP) (i EM First, an upper bound, z(KSP) of (KSP), is evaluated once in the beginning of the procedure. Indeed, we solve exactly the corresponding continuous KSP described bellow (see [12] ):
The 
Computing the lists
The algorithm is initialized with the list £iD == {(O, O)}, and at a step k E M the new list £ik is obtained as follows:
with, This procedure is called NextList and is detailled in Alg. 1.
Eliminating states via upper bounds
In order to shrink a list £ik, k EM, an upper bound associated with a state (w, p) E £ik, z(w, p), is calculated. In this purpose, we solve exactly the following linear continuous knapsack problem (see [8] ):
Reducing variables 1 The main procedure, DPKSP, to solve the KSP is given in Alg. 3. The procedures UpdateZ, UpdateC and FlruiOptimalValue is detailed in the next sub-sections.
The procedure UpdateC
In this section, we present how the values of (Ci)iEM are initialized and update through DPKSP.
For i E M, and k E N i U{O}, the following linear problem is associated to a state (w, p) E £ik:
In the above section, we can see that the efficiency of the method will depend of the evaluation of the capacities (Ci)iEM and of the lower bounds~(KSP). In this section, we will see how these values are calculated and how dynamic programming described below is used to find an optimal solution of (K SP).
For simplicity of the notation,~will denoted~(KSP).
The main procedure DPKSP
Dynamic programming is used to solve all the problems (K Pi (C i) )iEM. A first lower bound of (K SP),~, is compute with the greedy heuristics GreedyKSP (see Alg. 2). During the resolution, we try to improve the values ofã nd (Ci)iEM and ,in the end, the last lists (£ini )iEM is used to construct an optimal solution for (K S P).
(minWi ((W, p) 
with Xij E {a, 1}, for j E M. In the end of the dynamic programming step, the lists (£ini )iEM, with no dominated states, are acquired. In this section, we will see how these lists are combined in O(~~{Ci}) time to find the optimal value of (KSP). We used the set of instances of Hifi (ftp:// cermsem.univparis l.fr / pub / CERMSEM / hifi / KSP) which gives 168 uncorrelated instances and 72 strongly correlated instances (see [10] for further details). All the optimal values are known for these instances. They are detailed in tables 1 and 2 where each group of problems contains four instances.
The average processing time on the four instances of each group of problems is given in tables 3 and 4. These tables show that DPKSP is able to solve large instances (up to 20000 variables) within reasonable computing time. With the correlated instances an optimal solution is obtain in less than 13 minutes and with the uncorrelated instances the time processing is less than 1.5 minutes. and all the states in £ini with a higher profit p are eliminated. If z is feasible, we find the optimal bound and the procedure is stopped, otherwise, z is updated to: z == min max {p I p < s},
zEM(w,P)E£ini
and the procedure restart until a better feasible bound is found or z <s.
Thus, all the lists will be looked through only once. The algorithm of FindOptimalValue is given in Alg. 6.
Computational experiences
The procedure DPKSP has been writen in C and computational experiences have been carried out using an Intel Core
We can remark, in particular with the first instances Am.x, Bm.x, Cm.x, and Dm.x, that our method is more efficient when the number m of classes is low (less than 2 or 5) or high (over 30). This could be explained as in the first case we have only 2 or 5 knapsack problems to solve, and in the second case the capacities (Ci)iEM and (ni)iEM decrease when m increases and the resulting knapsack problems (K Pi (C i) )iEM are easier to solve.
If we compare our results with those of Hifi and al. (see [10] and [11] ), it seems that PDKSP gives better results on the set of problem A, Band C and when the number of class is low (below 5).
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a method to solve the KSP with dynamic programming and lists. The use of this method allows us to apply dominance technique and reducing variables rules in order to improve efficiency. The original problem (K SP) is decomposed in a set of knapsack problems and these problems are solved via dynamic programming. Their capacities are initialized with overestimation values which are updated and decreased through out the resolution.
Computational experiences show that DPKSP is able to solve large instances within reasonable computing time. However, in order to decrease the processing time, it will be interesting to test different sorting methods of variables and to improve the computation of the capacities used to solve the set of knapsack problems.
